Shredding Example Phrases 1-10
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Shredding – Example Phrases 1-10

Example 1 (Smooth Rider – Phrase 3)

Example 2 (McIntyre Mudshake – Phrase 1)

Example 3 (McIntyre Mudshake – Phrase 3)
Example 4 (Go-to Gavin - Phrase 2)

Example 5 (Go-to Gavin - Phrase 4)

Change the last left stroke to a Hi Hat to make it easier to repeat at high speed

Example 6 (Fay Smelter – Phrase 2)
Example 7 (Bonus Phrase)

Example 8 (Slick Slider – Phrase 1 + 2)

Example 9

(Caramel Kick Phrase 2 + Slick Slider - Phrase 3 + Variation)

Example 10 (4 Stick Cross – Phrase 2 + Bonus Phrase)